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Abstract This study explores chronotype-dependent tolerance to the demands
of working morning, evening, and night shifts in terms of social jet lag, sleep
duration, and sleep disturbance. A total of 238 shift-workers were chronotyped
with the Munich ChronoType Questionnaire for shift-workers (MCTQShift),
which collects information about shift-dependent sleep duration and sleep timing. Additionally, 94 shift-workers also completed those items of the Sleep
Questionnaire from the Standard Shift-Work Index (SSI) that assess sleep disturbances. Although all participants worked morning, evening, and night
shifts, subsamples differed in rotation direction and speed. Sleep duration,
social jet lag, and sleep disturbance were all significantly modulated by the
interaction of chronotype and shift (mixed-model ANOVAs). Earlier chronotypes showed shortened sleep duration during night shifts, high social jet lag,
as well as higher levels of sleep disturbance. A similar pattern was observed for
later chronotypes during early shifts. Age itself only influenced sleep duration
and quality per se, without showing interactions with shifts. We found that
workers slept longer in fast, rotating shift schedules. Since chronotype changes
with age, investigations on sleep behavior and circadian misalignment in shiftworkers have to consider chronotype to fully understand interindividual and
intraindividual variability, especially in view of the current demographic
changes. Given the impact of sleep on health, our results stress the importance
of chronotype both in understanding the effects of shift-work on sleep and in
devising solutions to reduce shift-work–related health problems.
Keywords chronotype, MCTQShift, shift-work, circadian misalignment, social jet lag,
sleep duration, sleep quality, age

For at least 2 decades, research has shown that
shift-work causes sleep disturbances and fatigue
(Carskadon and Dement, 1981, 1987; Czeisler et al.,
1986; Czeisler et al., 1990; Härmä et al., 1998). Shiftworkers commonly experience difficulties in initiating, maintaining, and consolidating sleep (Åkerstedt,
1983, 2003), and these disturbances are believed to
cause excessive fatigue (e.g., Åkerstedt, 1998). Up to

90% of shift-workers report regular sleepiness at the
workplace, and up to 20% report involuntary sleep
bouts at work (Akerstedt, 1995). These results are
alarming in view of work-related accidents and injuries (Berger and Hobbs, 2006; de Pinho et al., 2006;
Folkard and Lombardi, 2004; Folkard and Tucker,
2003; Häkkänen and Summala, 2000; Pandi-Perumal
et al., 2006; Roth and Ancoli-Israel, 1999). Circadian
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misalignment is one of the proposed explanations for
shift-work–related sleep problems (e.g., Härmä,
1993). The discrepancy between circadian and social
(work-enforced) sleep times (social jet lag; Wittmann
et al., 2006) is extreme in shift-workers since their
body clocks appear to remain synchronized with the
natural light/dark cycle rather than with the substantial and regular displacements in activity and
sleep (Åkerstedt, 2003; Folkard, 2008; Folkard et al.,
1985; Juda et al., 2013).
Circadian clocks entrain differently in every individual to the light/dark (chronotypes), so that the differences between the extreme early and late chronotypes
can span across 12 hours (Roenneberg et al., 2003;
Roenneberg et al., 2007a). Mid-sleep on free days (corrected for “oversleep,” MSFsc) as assessed by the
Munich ChronoType Questionnaire (MCTQ;
Roenneberg et al., 2003) has proven to be an excellent
predictor of chronotype, showing high test-retest reliability (Kuehnle, 2006). MSFsc times correlate highly
with those obtained by daily sleep logs and activity
recordings (Kantermann et al., 2007; Kuehnle, 2006) as
well as with biochemical markers (e.g., melatonin;
Martin and Eastman, 2002; Burgess et al., 2003; Burgess
and Eastman, 2005). Several questionnaires assessing
diurnal preference, mostly relying on scores rather than
times, have been devised since the 1970s (e.g., Composite
Scale of Morningness [Greenwood, 1992], Morningness/
Eveningness Questionnaire [MEQ] [Horne and Østberg,
1976], Diurnal Type Scale [Torsvall and Åkerstedt,
1980]). We recently developed a version of the MCTQ
(Roenneberg et al., 2003) for chronotyping shiftworkers (MCTQShift; Juda et al., 2013) using the midsleep time on free days following evening shifts
(corrected for oversleep, MSFEsc; for details, see Materials
and Methods and Juda et al., 2013). Analysis of the
MCTQShift variables gives rise to more than 20 variables
related to sleep/wake behavior for each shift (separately for work and free days). Furthermore, it expresses
chronotype as time (as opposed to a score), which
makes evaluations with other time variables (e.g., work
schedules) more amenable. Unlike all other chronotype
questionnaires, it provides correction algorithms for the
effect of geographical locations (e.g., latitude;
Roenneberg et al., 2012; Roenneberg et al., 2007b),
which are necessary when comparing samples from
different sites.
Previous research has shown that interindividual
variation in circadian preference explains variance in
sleep duration and quality in workers, who rotate
through different shift schedules. Åkerstedt and
Torsvall (1981) examined day workers as well as
workers employed in 2- and 3-shift models. They

showed that at least 20% of the variance in morning-,
evening-, and night-shift sleep duration was
explained by “diurnal preference” (assessed by the
Diurnal Type Scale; Torsvall and Åkerstedt, 1980).
Sleep complaints were hardly influenced by diurnal
preferences in this study, except for a small effect on
night shifts. Sleep quality was only affected during
night shifts, suggesting sleep complaints in shiftwork mainly occur when they sleep during the day.
The authors concluded that age and circadian rhythmicity were 2 major factors for sleep duration and
quality and reported that age influenced sleep duration in a shift-specific manner, corroborating that the
correlation between diurnal type and age (the older,
the earlier) drives the effect of diurnal type rather
than representing a factor on its own. Seo et al. (2000)
came to similar conclusions: their study included
more than 500 participants working in different shift
schedules, who filled out the MEQ (Horne and
Østberg, 1976) and indicated their sleep habits. Yet,
age was not used as a covariate in their analyses of
variance examining the impact of diurnal type on
sleep duration and timing, and their population contained only 4% “evening types.”
Folkard and Barton (1993) report that sleep duration after evening shifts is almost 8.5 hours, while
after night shifts, it is only aproximately 6.0 hours,
and before morning shifts, it is about 6.5 hours.
Although morningness significanlty predicted sleep
onset before morning shifts, it showed a better association with sleep onset on free days. When controlled for this variable, morningness had a negligable
predictive power on sleep onset before morning
shifts (<1%). Folkard and Barton (1993) proposed
that the association between free-day sleep times and
those on morning shifts reflects the “forbidden zone
of sleep” regulated by the circadian clock. Notably,
sleep onset and mid-sleep on free days correlate
highly, and the latter represents the basis for assessing chronotype with the MCTQ and the MCTQShift.
In view of these findings and the reported influence of chronotype upon sleep behavior in day workers (e.g., Roenneberg et al., 2012), we used the
MCTQShift to explore the interactions between chronotype, sleep duration/quality, and shift (morning,
evening, and night). First, we aimed at replicating
previous results on sleep duration and quality.
Second, we explored in detail how they are affected
by age and chronotype. Third, we present, for the
first time, the effects of shift and chronotype on social
jet lag, an important MCTQ variable that quantifies
how much individuals live against their biological
clocks. Social jet lag may be a useful variable when
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assessing shift-work exposure within
and across shift schedules.
Here, we hypothesize that early
types sleep longer and better and
experience less social jet lag on morning shifts than later chronotypes.
Vice versa, later chronotypes sleep
longer and better and have less social
jet lag on night shifts. Furthermore,
we examined the interactions
between chronotype, age, and shiftspecific sleep behavior, expecting differential effects by shift but not by
chronotype per se. Given that chronotype even varies within age
groups, we expect chronotype to
have a significant impact on shiftspecific sleep and wake behavior
over and above the influence of age.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Participants

Table 1. Demographic differences between study samples.
Main
Sample
Age (yrs)

38.8 ± 9.6

Excluded
Test
MCTQ-Only
Participants Statistic
Sample
41.6 ± 8.4

Sex

–2.80**

40.5 ± 8.8

SDis
Sample
36.2 ± 10.2

7.77**

Female

83

28

23

60

155

105

121

34

32

47

32

0

Slow
Rotation
direction
Forward

205

86

111

94

24.19***

24.32***

16.16***

Backward

51

95

82

Chronotype

4.26 ± 1.38

—

—

Sample size

238

133

—

3.53***
57.35***

Male
Rotation
speed
Fast

143

Test
Statistic

103.21***
49

94

95

0

4.27 ± 1.38 4.18 ± 1.6
144

0.43

94

Given that individuals waking up with alarm clocks cannot be chronotyped, we excluded
those from the data analyses (Excluded Participants). All others could be considered for
the majority of the data analyses (Main Sample). In a subgroup of the Main Sample participants, we could assess sleep disturbance (SDis Sample). We compared the subgroups
(Excluded Participants v. Main Sample and SDis Sample v. MCTQ-Only Sample, i.e.,
chronotyped but no sleep disturbance data) to one another with regards to age, sex, rotation speed, and direction of their shift schedule and chronotype (if possible). Depending
on the nature of the variable, we used either t tests for independent samples (continuous
variables) and therefore report the t statistic in the Test Statistic columns. In case of frequencies, as it was the case for rotation direction and speed as well as sex, we report the
Pearson’s χ2 statistic. Continuous variables are given as mean ± SD. Please note that in the
Main Sample/MCTQ-Only Sample, we have missing data with regard to an individual’s
shift-schedule rotation speed (n = 1).
**p < 0.01. ***p < 0.001.

A total of 371 shift-workers participated in this multifactorial study.
Chronotyping with the MCTQ and
MCTQShift requires individuals to
wake up on free days by themselves (e.g., not by an
alarm clock or other disturbances). After exclusion of
individuals who woke up involuntarily on free days
following evening shifts, the study population consisted of 238 workers rotating in a 3-shift system
(transition times: 0600 h, 0200 h, and 2200 h). This
main sample consisted of 83 women and 155 men
(mean age, 38.8 ± 9.6 years), with a mean chronotype
of 4.26 ± 1.38 (range, 1.17-8.79; assessed by MSFEsc; see
Data Analyses section and Juda et al., 2013). Note that
this distribution of chronotypes is similar to the one
observed in day workers and other shift-work samples with regards to its mean, range,
and variance (Roenneberg et al., 2007a; Juda
et al., 2013).
All participants worked full time in rotating shifts (143
and 95 rotating forward and backward, respectively).
Most shift schedules were slow rotations (i.e., weekly
changes or less frequent); 32 participants worked in fast
rotations (i.e., ≥1 shift changes per week). Please see
Table 1 for an overview of demographic data of the
distinct samples.
Sleep disturbance (see Materials and Methods) was
assessed in a subsample of 94 shift-workers (60 women

and 34 men; mean age, 36.2 ± 10.2 years), who only
worked in slow, forward rotations (one of our industry
partners allowed us to assess sleep disturbance in addition to the MCTQShift). All samples were convenience
samples.
Procedure
Questionnaires were distributed to the workers
at their respective workplaces between March 2006
and October 2008, to be completed at work or at
home. Two questionnaires (for details, see below)
were filled in once at the onset of the respective
studies: the MCTQShift and the “sleep disturbance”
section of the Sleep Questionnaire (Knauth, unpublished, German translation, based on the Standard
Shift-Work Index).
Materials
The Munich ChronoType Questionnaire for ShiftWorkers (MCTQShift). The MCTQShift (Juda et al., 2013)
was developed to assess the sleep/wake behavior in
shift-workers (based on the Munich ChronoType
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Questionnaire; Roenneberg et al., 2003). The current
version has only been validated for rotating shift
schedules. The MCTQ contains simple questions
about sleep timing, such as bedtime, time to get
ready for sleep, sleep latency, time of wake-up, and
time to get up (or time in bed after wake-up),
separately for work and free days. The main difference
between the original MCTQ and its shift-work
version is that the set of questions for work and free
days are queried for each shift. The MCTQShift is
currently available in English and German (the latter
was used in the present study).
The answers to the MCTQShift questions listed
above allow calculating shift-specific sleep onset,
sleep end, sleep latency, time to get up, sleep duration, and mid-sleep, separately for work and free
days, as well as social jet lag (for equations, see supplementary online material of Juda et al., 2013). In
shift-workers, chronotype is assessed based on midsleep between 2 free days following an evening-shift
block (MSFE). Sleep during and after evening shifts is
least influenced by social constraints, thereby indicating that individuals may most likely sleep according to their “circadian sleep window.” This suggests
that MSFE is the best candidate for chronotyping
shift-workers (for a detailed discussion of how to
chronotype shift-workers, please see Juda et al.,
2013). As in the original MCTQ, MSFE is corrected for
oversleep (MSFEsc) when individuals sleep longer on
free days than on workdays. Conversion algorithms
have been developed for workers whose schedules
lack evening shifts (Juda et al., 2013). For the purpose
of the current study, we used the MCTQShift to assess
chronotype (MSFEsc) as well as shift-specific social jet
lag and sleep duration.
Sleep Questionnaire. Sleep quality was assessed by
the German translation of the Sleep Questionnaire
(Knauth, unpublished) from the Standard Shift-Work
Index (SSI; Barton et al., 1995). This questionnaire
assesses the extent to which sleep is disturbed (e.g.,
“How well do you normally sleep?”). Here, we used
only those questions that relate to sleep disturbance
(items 2.4-2.8) and will therefore refer to “sleep
disturbance” rather than to “sleep quality.” Answers
to these 5 items are given on a 5-point Likert scale
(“almost never” to “almost always”), with a score of
5 indicating maximal sleep disturbance.
Data Processing
The following variables are calculated from
the answers given in the MCTQShift (Juda et al.,

2013). Superscript x is a placeholder for the different shifts (M, E, N), and subscript W/F represents variables either pertaining to free days (F)
or workdays (W); n workdays and n free_days represent
the number of work and free days within a shift
block; subscript sc stands for the “sleep-corrected” version of MSF.
Day-specific sleep duration: SDWx / F = SEWx / F − SOWx / F .
Average sleep duration in a given shift block:
∅SD =

x
SDwx × nworkdays
+ SDFx × n xfree _ days .
x
nworkdays + n xfree _ days

Day-specific mid-sleep: MSFX/ MSW X = SOWx / F +

SDWx / F
2

.

Oversleep on free days: over − sleep = SDFx − ∅SD .
MSFx corrected for oversleep:
x
MSFSC
= MSF x −

oversleep .
2

To chronotype shift-workers, we use the sleep-corE
rected MSF of the evening shift (MSFSC
) . In analogy
to the computation of social jet lag (SJL) in day
workers (Wittmann et al., 2006; Roenneberg
et al., 2012), we used the shift-specific mid-sleep:
SJLx = MSW X − MSF X .
Data Analyses
First, we assessed potential differences between
the study samples with Student t tests for independent samples as well as the Pearson’s χ2 test (Table 1).
Due to missing data, sample sizes can differ between
computations.
Then, we used mixed-design ANOVAs to assess
the effect of chronotype on social jet lag, sleep duration, and sleep disturbance (covariates: age, rotation
speed, and shift direction). Chronotype is a continuous variable (Roenneberg, 2012); however, in the first
descriptive analysis, the sample was split into early
(MSFEsc < 0400 h), intermediate (MSFEsc ≥ 0400 h and
< 0500 h), and late types (MSFEsc ≥ 0500 h). Given that
the distribution of MSFEsc is similar to that of MSFsc in
day workers (Juda et al., 2013), we used this categorization, which separates the population of day
workers in approximately equal thirds (Roenneberg
et al., 2007a). Finally, significant main effects of continuous variables (i.e., age and chronotype) were further
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elucidated by (partial) correlations,
either for each shift in case of interactions or, when applicable, across all
shifts. In case the assumption of
sphericity was violated, we used the
Greenhouse-Geisser correction but
also report the original degrees of
freedom.

RESULTS

Table 2. Average MCTQShift variables on workdays.
SOW (time)

SEW (time)

SlatW (min)

TGUW (min)

Early

2234 ± 0054

0434 ± 0042

15.1 ± 12.4

6.1 ± 13

80

Intermediate

2254 ± 0051

0438 ± 0034

19.74 ± 15.0

5.9 ± 6.5

92

Late

2330 ± 0124

0438 ± 0024

25.9 ± 35.4

8.0 ± 8.6

98.3

Early

0025 ± 0044

0741 ± 0104

13.9 ± 13.4

11.2 ± 14.5

5

Intermediate

0104 ± 0048

0829 ± 0051

13.8 ± 8.9

13.8 ± 18.1

17

Late

0137 ± 0120

0953 ± 0106

21.2 ± 33.6

11.4 ± 8.9

25

A%W

Morning shift

Evening shift

Night shift

Average values of the main
Early
0734 ± 0106 1306 ± 0128
12.7 ± 19.3
16.6 ± 23.7
7
MCTQShift variables (sleep onset, sleep
Intermediate 0735 ± 0043 1321 ± 0124
13.4 ± 16.8
14.2 ± 11.3
11
end, sleep latency, time to get up,
Late
0740 ± 0057 1416 ± 0129
15.5 ± 25.8
14.5 ± 12.1
18.3
alarm clock usage) on work and free
days and as a function of chronotype SO = sleep onset; SE = sleep end; SL = sleep latency; TGU = time to get up; A% = percentage of subjects waking with an alarm clock. The subscript “W” indicates workdays. Mean
are shown in Tables 2 and 3, respec- ± SD of the MCTQShift’s main variables on workdays of the different shifts. According to
tively. Use of alarm clocks (last column their MSFEsc, the 238 shift-workers were grouped into early (n = 105-115), intermediate
= 60-63), and late types (n = 57-60). Please take into account that such categorization is
in Table 2) is chronotype specific. It is (n
arbitrary, given that chronotype is a continuous trait; the distribution (mean, SD, range) of
highest in the early shift (remarkably chronotypes in this sample resembles the one observed in day workers (e.g., Roenneberg
still showing chronotype differences) et al., 2007a). Due to missing data, sample sizes differed slightly between variables.
and lowest in the evening shift. Alarm
clock usage is highest in late chronoShift
types, even after night shifts, indicat- Table 3. MCTQ variables on free days.
ing that approximately one fifth would
SOF (time)
SEF (time)
SLF (min)
TGUF (min)
A%F
be able to sleep even longer after night
Morning shift
shifts. Except for early shifts, sleep end
Early
2311 ± 0048
0718 ± 0128
12.7 ± 9.2
15.2 ± 28.6
4
(SEW) is also specific for chronotype.
Intermediate 0010 ± 0056
0809 ± 0106
14.9 ± 9.8
16.8 ± 31.0
10
Early chronotypes report a sleep onset
Late
0017
±
0125
0944
±
0154
17.2
±
19.2
15.0
±
10.3
2
(SOW) on morning shifts approxiEvening shift
mately 1 hour earlier than late types,
and later chronotypes also report
Early
2317 ± 0045
0743 ± 0059
12.4 ± 8.7
10.7 ± 12.5
0
higher sleep latencies. In contrast to
Intermediate 0043 ± 0037
0833 ± 0046
14.2 ± 8.9
12.1 ± 9.9
0
morning shifts, SOW after night shifts
Late
0216 ± 0114
1027 ± 0130
18.4 ± 31.7
12.8 ± 8.8
0
is almost identical across chronotypes,
Night shift
whereas SEW is delayed by up to 1 hour
Early
2351 ± 0151
0750 ± 0155
22.1 ± 32.0
15.7 ± 19.8
6
in late compared to early chronotypes.
Intermediate 0117 ± 0211
0900 ± 0119
26.5 ± 48.0
12.8 ± 10.4
9
On evening-shift days, both SOW
Late
0237 ± 0204
1058 ± 0232
22.9 ± 36.3
13.3 ± 11.0
5
and SEW are staggered according to
chronotype, similar to the patterns The subscript “F” indicates free days. See legend to Table 1 for details. Mean ± SD of the
observed on free days following all MCTQShift’s main variables on free days subsequent to the different shifts.
shifts. That we report no participants
used alarm clocks on free days after evening shifts is
size measures indicate a large effect (partial η2 = 0.23;
simply due to the fact that those participants were
Fig. 1A). Post hoc pairwise comparisons showed that,
excluded (see Participants).
on average, all shifts were significantly different from
Assessing Chronotype Effects
Social jet lag was significantly influenced by the
respective shift (F2,428 = 62.23, p < 0.001), and effect

each another (p < 0.001), with evening shifts exhibiting the least social jet lag, night shifts the most, and
morning shifts in between the two. The interaction
between MSFEsc (chronotype) and shift was also
highly significant (F2,428 = 108.1, p < 0.001) and
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Figure 1. (A) Social jet lag across shifts. Mean ± SD (n = 230-238). (B) Chronotype modulation of social jet lag. Mean ± SEM. Data are
binned in 1-hour intervals. MS = morning shift; ES = evening shift; NS = night shift.

Figure 2. (A) Sleep duration across shifts. Mean ± SD (n = 231-238). (B) Chronotype modulation of sleep duration. Mean ± SEM. Data
are binned in 1-hour intervals. MS = morning shift; ES = evening shift; NS = night shift.

accounted for up to 34% of variance in the data (partial η2 = 0.34). As shown in Figure 1B, social jet lag
was highest for earlier chronotypes during night
shifts (r = –0.49, p < 0.001), while later chronotypes
experienced higher social jet lag on morning shifts
(r = 0.59, p < 0.001). Social jet lag on evening shifts
appears to be independent of chronotype (r = –0.01,
p > 0.5). The factors age, rotation direction, and speed
of rotation did not significantly impact social jet lag,

neither as main effects nor in interaction with any
other factor (all p > 0.1). Despite chronotype strongly
modulating social jet lag in a shift-specific way, it had
no main effect on social jet lag.
Sleep duration differed significantly across shifts
(F2,434 = 20.48, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.086; Fig. 2A).
Sleep duration on morning- and night-shift days
showed no differences (p = 1.00; post hoc pairwise
comparisons), but both were significantly different
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Figure 3. (A) Sleep disturbance across shifts. Mean ± SD (n = 91-94). (B) Chronotype modulation of sleep disturbance. Mean ± SEM.
Data are binned in 1-hour intervals. MS = morning shift; ES = evening shift; NS = night shift.

from sleep duration on evening-shift days (p < 0.001).
As shown for social jet lag, a highly significant interaction between chronotype and shift emerged for
sleep duration (F2,434 = 61.95, p < 0.001), accounting
for 22% of the variance (partial η2 = 0.22). On morning-shift days, earlier chronotypes slept longer than
later chronotypes (r = –0.46, p < 0.001), whereas the
opposite was true for night shifts (r = 0.32, p < 0.001).
On evening-shift days, later chronotypes slept
slightly longer than earlier ones (r = 0.20, p < 0.05; all
controlled for age; Fig. 2B). We also observed a small
effect on sleep duration exerted by the interaction
between the factors shift and rotation speed (fast v.
slow: F2,434 = 4.45, p < 0.05, partial η2 = 0.02). Sleep
durations on evening-shift days differed by approximately 40 minutes (mean ± SE; slow: 7.60 ± 0.97 h v.
fast: 8.19 ± 0.26 h), whereas sleep duration was comparable on morning- and night-shift days, as indicated by a significant quadratic trend (F1,217 = 9.87,
p < 0.01) for this interaction. Last, the analyses
revealed a significant age effect on sleep duration
(F1,217 = 20.38, p < 0.001, partial η2 = 0.09); with
increasing age, participants slept shorter (r = –0.16,
p < 0.01). Furthermore, backward, rotating shift
schedules were associated with longer average sleep
duration (main effect [mean ± SE]; forward: 6.23 ±
0.08 h v. backward: 6.71 ± 0.11 h; p < 0.01). Note that
chronotype per se did not affect sleep duration.
Similar patterns emerged for sleep disturbance
(SDis-sample): shift itself influenced the level of sleep
disturbance (F2,182 = 6.15, p < 0.01) but only explained
3% of the variance (partial η2 = 0.03). As described for

sleep duration, the levels of sleep disturbance on
morning- and night-shift days were comparable (p =
0.19) but differed from evening-shift days (p < 0.001;
Fig. 3A). The interaction between chronotype and
shift explained more of the variation in the sleep disturbance data (F2,182 = 20.91, p < .001, partial η2 = 0.19;
Fig. 3B): on morning-shift days, sleep was worse for
later than for earlier chronotypes (r = 0.39, p < 0.001),
while the reverse was true for night shifts (r = –0.39,
p < 0.001). Sleep disturbance on evening-shift days
was independent of chronotype (r = –0.04, p > 0.5; all
controlled for age). Age did not have a differential
impact dependent on the shift but per se altered the
level of sleep disturbance (F1,91 = 5.77, p < 0.05),
accounting for 6% of the variance in the data (partial
η2 = 0.06). Again, increasing age was related with
more disturbed sleep (r = –0.11, p > 0.5), but this post
hoc test did not reach significance. Again, chronotype
per se did not influence sleep disturbance.
For the SDis-sample, we could not examine the
impact of rotation direction or speed since all participants worked the same shift schedules, that is,
slowly forward rotating.
DISCUSSION
This study explored whether MCTQShift-based
chronotype modulated sleep duration, sleep quality,
and social jet lag in a population of workers employed
in rotating schedules. Our results show a clear and
consistent chronotype modulation of shift-specific
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sleep parameters as well as of social jet lag. An effect
of chronotype was only detectable when shifts were
analyzed separately, whereas chronotype across all
shifts had no effect. On morning-shift days, later
chronotypes experienced the highest constraints on
sleep, with higher social jet lag, shorter sleep duration, and reduced sleep quality, while early chronotypes
showed a similar pattern on night-shift days. Evening
shifts (1400 h to 2200 h) did not show chronotypespecific modulations, except for sleep duration, with
later chronotypes sleeping slightly longer than earlier chronotypes. Work end times around 2200 h may
be late enough to challenge sleep behavior in very
early chronotypes: assuming an average sleep duration of 7.5 hours and an MSFEsc of 0200 h, sleep onset
at 2215 h is hardly feasible, given commute times and
the time needed to get ready for bed.
In general, our findings support experimental
studies showing a decrease in sleep duration and
quality depending on the degree of misalignment
between the sleep/wake cycle and the circadian
clock (Åkerstedt and Gillberg, 1981; Åkerstedt et al.,
2007; Dumont et al., 2001; Hennig et al., 1998; Koller
et al., 1994; Quera-Salva et al., 1997; Roden et al.,
1993; Strogatz et al., 1986). For example, sleep
becomes increasingly difficult to maintain the later in
the day sleep onset occurs (e.g., early morning hours
as is the case after night shifts). This difficulty
depends on chronotype: the earlier the chronotype,
the harder to sleep into the day. To get sufficient sleep
before morning shifts, workers would have to fall
asleep early in the evening. Intermediate and especially late chronotypes thereby try to fall asleep during their wake maintenance zone (Strogatz et al.,
1987), representing a time span when sleep initiation
is most difficult due to a high circadian propensity
for alertness. Accordingly, Folkard and Barton (1993)
reported that sleep onset on morning-shift days
partially depends on circadian factors rather than on
social determinants.
Our data analyses did not take into account
sociodemographic information, such as marital status or children. It is obvious that plans for novel
work schedules should take into account both social
and biological factors. Here, we provide a general
overview of chronotype effects across different rotating shifts. Previous research indicated rather small
effects of sociodemographics on sleep behavior in
shift-workers (Folkard and Barton, 1993; Åkerstedt
and Torsvall, 1981). Since chronotype is based on
“unrestricted sleep timing,” theoretically, we do not
expect different results when controlling for marital
status or children in the household. Yet, future

research with larger datasets is needed to elucidate
the interactions and effects between social and biological influences, especially regarding the impact of
shift-work in individuals who can never sleep without being woken up by children, pets, or other social
commitments.
We found a small age effect (shorter and more
disturbed sleep with increasing age). Yet, no interaction with specific shifts was observed, unlike in previous studies in which age had a differential effect on
morning- and night-shift days, suggesting that older
shift-workers had less sleep problems during morning shifts but shortened and more disturbed sleep
during night shifts (e.g., Åkerstedt and Torsvall,
1981). However, one main difference between those
studies and ours is the analyses and the instrument
used to assess chronotype: while Åkerstedt and
Torsvall (1981) used the Diurnal Type Scale (Torsvall
and Åkerstedt, 1980) and a regression-based analysis
approach, we entered chronotype as a continuous
covariate in a repeated-measures analysis of variance
and used the newly developed MCTQShift. By using
the identical instrument for the assessment of sleep
duration and chronotype, one may postulate a higher
reliability between datasets, especially since MCTQShift
variables were validated against sleep logs and actigraphy, showing an adequate correspondence (Juda
et al., 2013). We consistently observe that chronotype
plays a significant role interacting with a specific
shift, while age shows more general effects. Indeed, it
has been suggested that sleep duration and quality
decrease with age (Basner et al., 2007; Ohayon et al.,
2004). Further longitudinal research is needed to
clarify the general relationship between age, chronotype, and sleep, especially in shift-workers. Crosssectional data, however, also show variability in
chronotype within older age ranges (Roenneberg
et al., 2007a). In our sample, age significantly correlated with chronotype (r = –0.45), but chronotype
among the older participants (>45 years) still showed
a large variation (0118 h to 0654 h), suggesting that
age is not a convenient surrogate for chronotype and
vice versa when it comes to understanding the effect
of shift-work on sleep.
According to our results, sleep duration in shiftworkers also depends on rotation speed: in fast rotations, evening shifts allowed significantly longer sleep
than in slow rotations. Rapid rotating schedules have
been proposed to be least disruptive for the circadian
system (for review, see Knauth, 1996). The benefits of a
faster rotation were only detectable for evening shifts
and not for morning and night shifts. However, our
results are preliminary since only 32 participants
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worked in fast rotations, and further investigations are
needed to show a detailed relationship between chronotype, rotation speed, and direction.
Social jet lag was, in general, highest for night
shifts (2200 h to 0600 h), which is not surprising in
view of the fact that only 0.16% of the general population would sleep outside of this window even on
free days (N = 93,000; unpublished data taken from
the MCTQ database). However, night shifts are certainly less strenuous for very late chronotypes, as
early shifts are for early chronotypes (6% of the
population wakes up early enough on free days to be
at work at around 0600 h; unpublished data taken
from the MCTQ database). Early chronotypes suffer
from massive social jet lag on night shifts, more than
intermediate chronotypes experience in any given
shift (day workers experience on average 1 to 2 hours
of social jet lag; Roenneberg et al., 2012).
Our findings also have ergonomic implications.
Sleepiness and fatigue are considered major risk factors
for work injuries and accidents (Berger and Hobbs,
2006; de Pinho et al., 2006; Folkard and Lombardi, 2004;
Folkard and Tucker, 2003; Häkkänen and Summala,
2000; Pandi-Perumal et al., 2006; Roth and Ancoli-Israel,
1999), as they have been linked to distortions and
impairments in diverse cognitive skills (reasoning abilities, decision making, temporal order judgment, memory, learning, vigilance, and motor skills; Babkoff et al.,
2005; Bratzke et al., 2009; Jasper et al., 2009a; Jasper
et al., 2009b; Lal and Craig, 2002; Rogers et al., 2004;
Steinborn et al., 2010; Van Dongen and Dinges, 2003).
Recently, we reported significantly slower reaction
times during morning shifts, as compared to night
shifts, in a sample of late chronotypes. We also found
that chronotype-specific sleep deprivation patterns, as
described above, impair performance (Vetter et al.,
2012). Besides its impact on cognition and perception,
sleep deprivation has also been shown to decrease
immune function (Irwin et al., 2006; Lange et al., 2003;
Spiegel et al., 2002; Vgontzas et al., 2004), offering a partial explanation for the increased health problems of
shift-workers.
The fact that we did not observe a main effect of
chronotype on social jet lag, sleep duration, and sleep
disturbance is highly relevant because it could
explain why previous studies, looking at overall tolerance, failed to find chronotype differences in shiftwork tolerance concerning sleep disturbance, fatigue,
mood, and health (e.g., Breithaupt et al., 1978; Costa
et al., 1989; Härmä, 1995; Kaliterna et al., 1995;
Kaliterna et al., 1993; Tamagawa et al., 2007). Folkard
and Hunt (2000) already suggested that chronotype
effects may only be observed when examining the

shifts separately. Thus, shift-work research will certainly gain more conclusive insights when taking
chronotype into account (Kantermann et al., 2010)
but also explores shift-specific behaviors. To account
for chronotype effects in future research, we suggest
computing weighted averages that take into account
the exposure of a given chronotype to a certain shift.
Also, to compare shift schedules and predict their
effect for certain chronotypes, absolute social jet lag
may be a useful variable (see supplementary online
material of Juda et al., 2013): by using a weighted
average, one may track chronotype-specific shiftwork exposure across schedules and time.
Taken together, our results indicate that neither
sleep duration, nor sleep quality, nor social jet lag
depend on chronotype per se but that chronotype can
only account for interindividual variability within
the context of work schedules. They also indicate that
being an extreme early or late chronotype is not necessarily a sleep disturbance: when individuals are
given the chance to sleep within their circadian sleep
window, at least sleep duration appears adequate.
Sleep of extreme chronotypes is chronically challenged in day workers, with late chronotypes having
to get up long before their biological sleep end on
every workday and early chronotypes generally staying up too late, tagging along with the majority of
late types in the population. Although shift-work is a
risk factor for health, it does provide temporal niches
for different chronotypes, enabling them to sleep
according to their circadian timing despite having to
go to work. Thus, the need for shift-work in our society may even hold an opportunity (except for the
nocturnal “graveyard shifts”). Our results indicate
that intelligently devised shift schedules (i.e., considering chronotype and social needs and excluding
work during 0300 h and 0500 h) may constitute an
extreme form of work flexibility that allows all chronotypes to get a good night’s sleep even on workdays.
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